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Embracing all outdoor lights
GridLight™ is so much more than streetlights

A modern city is all about lights. It creates safety, the ability to work, entertain, set a mood,
to enhance. However the requirements vary, whereby one solution does not fit all. Amplex
has been working with outdoor lights for more than 20 years and has developed a combinable product portfolio to cope with all lighting challenges throughout a smart city.
About 30% of the average city’s energy budget goes to lighting the streets. That’s a lot of
energy, a lot of money, and a lot of carbon emissions.
Unfortunately, It is often seen that a large portion of the light generated is wasted because
the light goes on too early in the evening, stays on too long in the morning – or simply overilluminate areas that don’t need much light at all.
Amplex GridLight™ is the intelligent, automated streetlight management system that often
delivers 20-40% energy savings. Amplex ensures that cities will have the right light at the
right time. No more, no less. Driving down your city’s carbon footprint while saving money.
Amplex is the clear choice for an energy-efficient city.

IoT for the Smart Open City
Open networks – To ensure the infrastructure can be used for all smart city applications
GridLight™ embrace the leading smart city infrastructure communication technologies like
WiFi, 2G/4G, NB-IoT, LTE-M, and LoRaWAN - This ongoing development in an open framework makes the solution not only more robust but also more future proof. Most of the installations Amplex has made over the last 20 years are still in operation and fully integrated
into the latest solution - which also is the ambition for the future. Amplex does not leave
its customers behind.
Save energy, cutting carbon emissions, and providing a feasible solution with a short return on investment has always been the focus of Amplex. Simple and inexpensive in lowpriority areas combined with advanced innovative solutions for individual poles in highpriority areas. Always without compromising public safety.
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Lighting applications
Traffic based individual light control

Group control
Control and monitoring street light cabinets for
the most feasible streetlight management solution.
Highly scalable, fast to deploy and easy to maintain.

Adding traffic information to individual luminaire
control increases savings in energy and CO₂ without
compromising the safety on the roads.

Individual lights

Movement based individual control

For a high level of granulated control and monitoring, Amplex’s GridDOT provides individual luminaire
controllers for adaptive dynamic dimming.

GridLight™ supports movement sensors and the
gridDOT module can automatically notify neighbor
luminaires. Whereby adaptive light can be used to
save energy without compromising safety.

Monument and building lights

Adaptive tunnel/bridge management

GridLight™ can manage the special requirements
when monuments and buildings need to be enlightened and also ensure this is synchronized with the
luminaires on the streets.

The requirements for managing the lights in tunnels
and on bridges is often very complex. However in
GridLight™ this is an integrated part of the citywide
solution.

Sports light management

Harbour light management

GridLight™ for sport facilities and stadions replaces
keys with apps, makes quality monitoring proactive
and ensures lights are only activated within agreed
time restrictions.

Harbour lighting can be more than just streetlights.
It can provide a more dynamic work light, a fog light
and often also a smart meter solution for full energy
management.

Air quality monitoring

Traffic and travel time monitoring

When a streetlight solution is in place the city-wide
infrastructure can be utilized for other purposes, like
monitoring air quality.

Utilizing the streetlight infrastructure by adding traffic sensors compliant with EU regulations the solution will double as an IoT traffic and travel time monitoring system.

Adaptive tunnel/bridge light
control and monitoring

Sports lights
control and monitoring

Building and monument
lightning control

Harbour light solution for street, work, fog lights.
Integrated smart metering for harbour industry and ships
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20+ years of experience
Our clients are our legacy.
GridLight™ can put low-cost intelligence into your street lighting cabinets. Enabling cities
to drive down costs, reduce energy consumption and make it easy to monitor and manage in real-time. Studies show that only by replacing timers with a centralised system
from Amplex savings of 10-15% can be achieved. By adding traffic based dimming savings can reach 30-45%. On top of this the real-time overview results in savings on maintenance, which typically reach 20-30%. Thus it is not just smart, it is also very good business.

Intelligence at cabinet or fixture level
Because our software agents sit in the streetlight control cabinets, GridLight™ can cost
much less than systems that require deployments on every pole. As a result, our payback
time is measured in months instead of years.
When you need more granular control, GridLight™ also offers fixture-level deployment.
Thereby achieving a hybrid solution that combines individual and cabinet-level control
in a single city. As you often do not need individual control in rural areas, the combination
is often feasible for a municipality or a countrywide installation.

One street at a time
GridLight™ is a great way to drive down costs across your entire streetlight network –
whether that’s city-wide, regional or even national.
Since it’s such a modular system, you can start small and ramp-up over time. Thereby paying for the rollout with savings.

Leveraging your Smart City infrastructure and adding to it
GridLight™ supports several communication paradigms including the GSM mobile network, ethernet, WiFi, NB-IoT and the latest LoRaWAN long-range, smart city communication technology. This flexibility will make the solution easier to implement and integrate
with other smart city applications.
GridLight™ already includes many Smart City add-ons. Like TravelTime™ – capturing information from passing cars and providing data on travel time throughout the city comparing various route times etc. Add Amplex AirQuality sensors to monitor pollution levels
through the city or add thermal sensors to measure road temperature.
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Selected references
Being in the streetlight business for 20+ years has gained us a lot of references in many
countries. Here’s a few:

Aalborg

Aarhus

Port of Aarhus

Abu Dhabi

Bad Salzuflen

Bielefeld

Bremen

DTU Univeriity

Copenhagen

EnergiFyn Utility

Frederecia

Göteborg

Halsnæs

Hedensted

Herning

Hillerød

Katrineholm

Lemvig

Ville de Luxembourg

Holbæk

Holstebro

Ikast-Brande

Jammerbugt

Jasa Marga

Madrid

Port of Moerdijk

Morsø

Nordfyn

Odense

OneNordic Utility

Ringkøbing-Skjern

Ringsted

Sigtuna

Skive

Sorø

Stuttgart

Svendborg

SWB Utility

Thisted

Port of Thyborøn

Trafikverket

Tårnby

Växjö

Vejdirektoratet

Vejle

Port of Vejle

Vestforsyning Utility

Vordingborg
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Group and individual

Fully integrated solution for control cabinets and luminaires
In the ideal world all individual streetlights are fully connected providing detailed feedback and optimal control of the individual light. However for most cities the expenses
for both establishing the system and the total cost of ownership including maintenance
and all other variable costs exceeds the value and savings from a fully connected system.
What is more, LED installations significantly reduce the power consumption so the savings from dimming are not necessarily worth the additional costs in some areas of the
city. Still in areas where safety and quality of light is crucial and the traffic is reduced
during the night the business case will certainly be there for a fully connected system.
Therefore different requirements for different parts of the city puts demand for a highly
flexible streetlight management system – like GridLight™.
Amplex provides a wide selection of offerings from simple group control to adaptive traffic based individual control. These systems can be mixed throughout the city providing a
cost effective solution with maximum flexibility.

Amplex AmsCPU series of cabinet gateways are
a full Linux based intelligent gateways for streetlight automation.

GridLight™ is the perfect way to drive down costs across your entire streetlight network
– whether that’s city-wide, regional or even national.

Group control
GridLight™ puts low-cost, intelligent gateways (the AmsCPUs and gridCPUs) into your
street lighting cabinets. Enabling you to drive down costs, reduce energy consumption
and make it easy to monitor and manage the entire system, in real-time. Studies show
that only by replacing timers with a centralised system from Amplex savings of 10-15%
can be achieved.
The Amplex solution for your control cabinet is installed in a few minutes and can be everything from simple on/off to a full blown monitoring system monitoring voltage, phase
outage, current from each outgoing phase, leakage to ground, reading digital power meters and even gathering data about traffic and environmental data.

The gridDOT LoRaWAN luminary controller for
LED fixtures with Zhaga connectors with WiFi,
bluetooth and LoRaWAN – only 4 cm wide.

The Amplex Module System (AMS) provides a number of add-on modules that can be
installed in the cabinet:
• AmsSwitch for two relays to control more segments or phases
• AmsCurrent for monitoring current on two outgoing three-phase segments and for
monitoring leakage to ground
• AmsBattery to provide power for the gateway to inform on outage
• AmsModbus for smart meter integration using the Modbus interface
• AmsDLMS for smart meter integration using the DLMS/COSEM interface
• DALI module will ensure wired communication to luminaires in tunnels, decorational
lights, lights for signs, etc.
Besides this the gateway has a number of i/o for RS232 communication, S0 pulse interface, analog and digital inputs for light sensors, etc..

The gridDOT LTE luminary controller for LED fixtures with Zhaga connectors with WiFi, bluetooth,
2G, LTE-M and/or NB-IoT.
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As the software agents sit in the streetlight control cabinets, GridLight™ can cost much
less than systems that require deployments on every pole. As a result, our payback time
is measured in months instead of years.
No other company in the industry has the experience and the wide offerings as Amplex
has for group control.

Individual luminaires control
If you need more fine grained control, GridLight™ also offers fixture-level deployment.
Whereby you can get a hybrid solution that combines individual and cabinet-level control within the city. Often you do not need individual control in rural- or industrial areas.
Therefore a combination is typically the most feasible solution.
Amplex gridDOT modules are designed for the Zhaga book 18 standard. An open standard for controlling LED luminaires, which is widely adopted by almost every outdoor
streetlight fixture manufacturer on the market.
Here’s some of the features of the gridDOT modules:
• Unlimited number of programs in the module for maximum flexibility.
• Battery powered real time clock or GPS to ensure the module always has the correct
time to execute the programs - also during a communication break-down.
• Fully compatible with Zhaga book 18 and D4i
• Get meter readings from LED driver to easy monitor luminaire power consumption.
• Interface to D4i DALI activity sensors to undim the lights when activity is measured. Also
signals neighbour luminaries through Bluetooth to undim these.
• Available with 2G/NB-IoT/LTE-M/WiFi or LoRaWAN communication.

Mix and match
Since it’s a modular system, you can start small and ramp-up over time. Thereby paying
for the rollout with savings.
With GridLight™ you can start with a single street and monitor your energy and cost improvements within weeks. It’s the perfect way to test GridLight™.
By adding traffic based dimming savings can reach 30-45%. On top of this the real-time
overview results in savings on maintenance, which typically reach 20-30%. Thus it is not
just smart, it is also very good business.

User-friendly web interface
When streamlining operations and starting controlling streetlights from a central location, you need a tool for visualising the status of your installation. See
alarms, status, burn hour counts, make
system changes, turn the lights on and
off and pull useful reports from the web
interface.
GridLight™ Performance View™ contains Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
that easily provide the basic knowledge
needed to manage an entire city. From
there you can always dig deeper into the
data looking for faults, inventory information, location maps etc.
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Communication
Unfortunately one communication solution does not
fit all - that’s why GridLight™ embrace all the leading
technologies
Being a connected city requires that decisions are made. When implementing a streetlight management system citywide you will expect this to last 15-20 years – minimum. So
you need to make long term decisions in a world where technology changes every day:
Which communication standard do you want to use in the next 20 years?
Amplex went for GPRS (2G) communication when we started developing streetlight management systems in 2001. These are still in operation in most countries after 20+ years.
However we also see 3G communication that is being phased out in some countries.
Many cities are not solely focusing on communication for streetlight but see communication as a shared foundation for all their smart city technologies. These cities face different opportunities and thereby different choices. Some cities leave it to mobile operators
to provide and maintain the communication infrastructure. Others select to install their
own communication infrastructure to reduce costs and to be able to control the
end-of-life for their technology. As a result of this ever changing environment
Amplex has decided to embrace the new upcoming technologies. Enabling us
to be a flexible and adaptive partner to our long term customers.
This is why Amplex has developed a LoRaWANsolution for the clients who want independence and a GSM/LTE-solution for clients who
rely on the mobile operators to provide the
communication infrastructure. To make things
even more flexible we can mix the two solutions according to the individual needs of the
clients.

Traffic adaptive lamp control
and monitoring

GSM
2G/3G/4G
NB-IoT/LTE-M
WiFi/Ethernet

Individual and group control
and monitoring

Traffic

Traffic

Movement adaptive
lamp control

LoRaWAN/
WiFi

GridLight™
Server
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LoRaWAN
LoRaWAN is a great communication platform for streetlights. It is a low power, long range
communication platform, which the cities can either own and maintain themself or rent
from a service provider.
The technology provides:
• Very long range communication requiring only a few gateways for full municipality
coverage.
• Private or rented communication infrastructure
• High encryption build in to ensure maximum security
• Open standard with many committed vendors like Amplex
• In a private network, the lifetime is not dependent on Mobile operator strategy. You
decide when the technology is obsolete.

2G, 4G & 5G: LTE-M and NB-IoT
The NB-IoT and LTE-M standards are built for the Smart city and IoT infrastructures. They
are currently supported in 4G and 5G networks and are expected to be supported in 6G
as well. Especially NB-IoT has longer range and is less power consuming than standard
4G and 5G.
The technology provides:
• NB-IoT and LTE-M are embedded in both 4G and 5G networks
• No communication infrastructure to maintain, handled by mobile operators
• Fully encrypted
• Many providers and often roaming available making the solution more robust.

Air quality

Group control
and monitoring

Traffic based dimming
Amplex provides both traffic monitoring systems and the ability to dim lights.
By combining these two features vast
energy savings can be made. When traffic density is reduced the streetlight is
dimmed and if the traffic suddenly increases, the lights will switch back to full
on.
After investigating several years of data
from the city of Odense in Denmark it
shows that this procedure resulted in realised savings of 44%, when dimming to
50% during low traffic hours. If dimming
had been down to 35% the savings increases to 60%.
When compared to fixed time dimming
between 11pm and 5:30am the savings
are 28%.
Conclusion: Traffic based dimming can
more than double savings compared to
traditional standalone dimming. At the
same time this solution is much more
safe as lights are only dimmed when
traffic is low.
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Apps for field workers
GridLight™ comes with apps for field workers - for
iOS and Android.
For efficient maintenance, control and repair in-depth knowledge and instant access
to data is crucial. This being the case when servicing all field equipment, both control
cabinet modules and fixture modules.
The app-based Field Tool from Amplex gathers valuable field information and ensures synchronisation between field workers and the office. Both via iPhone or Android smartphone.
Amplex Field Tool is the perfect tool for easy fault identification. It also makes paperbased information collection redundant. It is a valuable tool for:
• Getting real-time values like voltage, current or any other value measured by the
system
• Identifying faulty installations on a map
• Integration to Google maps for quick route planning
• Accessing alarms
• Remote turning the lights on, off or dimming
The Amplex Field Tool ensures that changes made in the field are instantly synchronised with the central GridLight™ system. Thereby avoiding spending weeks and
months in a queue for data entry. Thus the whole system is kept updated in real-time.

Quickly flip
between
customers
Scan module
bar-code to
locate it
Search units
based on data
filtering

Center map to
where you are

Press to get
details on
selected unit
Swipe right to
locate unit on
map

Black indicates
lights are off here

Swipe left to
activate the lights

Switch between
map and hierarchy views

Back to map/
hierarchy
Locate address
in Google or
Apple Maps
Properties and
tags set on
server visible

Show/edit
address for a
location

Activate maintenance mode to
suppress alarms
during service
Swipe left to activate lights
View open alarms
and events for
unit
View all
resources on all
modules
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With location awareness, GridTool™ can link each location with descriptive attribute information. Consequently reducing the risk of errors.
Field workers can always determine exactly which installation is the closest as GridTool™
suggests the nearest fixture/streetlight cabinet, etc. Also, the field worker can use the
map to find other fixtures/cabintes in the near proximity.
The tool automatically adjusts language according to the smart phone setup - currently
supporting English, German, Swedish and Danish.
The support tool is using the GridLight™ permission system to only grant the user access
to its specific area of responsibility. Therefore the individual maintenance worker only
has access to his/her geographical area. However as an administrator for a larger utility or
a support company who maintain several cities, it is very easy to switch between cities,
within its area of responsibility - no need to login again.

Sensors increase savings
Some municipalities still only use either
astronomical timers or simple management systems that use fixed calculated
values for when to turn the light on and
off each day. But the weather conditions
are heavily influencing when it is feasible to turn lights on and off.
Using fixed calculated twilight values
will require a large safety margin, which
can be reduced in fine weather when using a light sensor.
Amplex has compiled a report based on
9 client installations in Germany, Luxembourg, Sweden and Denmark that shows
energy savings of 11-22% when a light
sensor is used.

Also available on iPad

Red circle
indicates
one or more
alarms
Yellow
indicates
one or more
lights on
33 units
in this
area

Green
as unit is
dimmed

Swipe left
to activate
lights
6 open
alarms here
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GridLight™ Security

As GridLight™ is build for safety and is designed with
the highest level of security
Reliability and robustness
GridLight™ is built to provide the most robust streetlight management system possible.
All programs are stored og updated in the gateways (AmsCPUs, gridCPUs and gridDOT’s).
So even a server breakdown or a communication meltdown, where the various gateways
lose their communication will not result in a serious situation. The gateways will take over
from central control and ensure the lights are turned on and off according to the daily
program. Data that is gathered when the units are offline, such as meter data readings,
events, etc. will be stored and sent when the unit is back online.
When new features are developed the GridLight™ system can update all gateways, luminary controllers and other Amplex modules remotely. This is done automatically and if
units are offline, they will automatically be updated once they come online again.
All data from the gateways are stored on the server. The data are all stored in a PostgreSQL server. The servers can be installed at the customers local IT centre or hosted by
Amplex. Currently, Amplex’s servers are located in Ireland on the Amazon AWS hosting
facility. This setup provides the highest uptime and most secure installation.

Encrypted from sensors to apps
Amplex ensures the highest level of SSL encryption throughout the system. The communication between gateways/luminaire controllers to the server is fully SSL protected. The
web interface uses HTTPS encryption and the apps are using SSL encryption between
server and app.
When gateways and luminaire controllers are using the mobile network (GSM), the general encryption (GEA) is used - the level of encryption depends on the mobile operator
and can be from no encryption (very rare) to a KASUMI 128-bit state encryption.
For our LoRaWAN devices the LoRaWAN standard ensures two levels of 128 bit encryption
for the highest security.
To add a higher security especially for using an open ethernet or wifi network, GridLight
offers an optional Encryption package providing TLS 1.1 RSA with AES 256 CBC SHA256
using 2048 bit RSA certificates.

User access and permissions
Users of the web and the apps are created on the server with a username and password.
The various customers are each organised in a hierarchy, and each user then has access to
a certain subtree in this hierarchy as configured by the administrator.

Utility Intelligence™

Integration - API’s and TALQ
Amplex TALQ to other systems - streetlight management is not an island anymore. Amplex is compatible with the TALQ standard and has a full REST API for our GridLight™ solution.

TALQ
Every day a new smart city project is announced: streetlights are being connected to
save energy and increase the quality of lighting services in the streets; waste containers
are being monitored to reduce truck traffic whilst helping cities to get cleaner; free parking spaces are detected and advertised to drivers both to reduce pollution and to allow
variable pricing depending on their availability; and more. Most of the available solutions
today, however, are proprietary, locking cities into single vendor solutions.
By using the Smart City Protocol and integrating the TALQ OpenAPI Specification, one
single central management software (CMS) can control a heterogeneous network combining various vendors’ solutions.
Based on the global TALQ standard, cities can now choose and adopt control solutions
from multiple manufacturers.
The TALQ Consortium has established a globally accepted standard for management
software interfaces to configure, command, control and monitor heterogeneous outdoor
device networks (ODN) including smart street lighting.
This way interoperability between Central Management Software (CMS) and Outdoor Device Networks (ODN, so called ‘gateways’) for smart city applications from different vendors is enabled. One result being that a single CMS can control different ODNs in different
parts of a city or region.
Amplex fully embraces the TALQ standard for streetlight management and is working
within the consortium to improve the TALQ standard for a better integration for control
cabinets and how they are integrated with individual fixture control

Amplex APIs
Amplex has a full API based on REST and JSON. This makes integration to third party systems easy and very flexible.

GridLightTM
Intelligent streetlight management
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Smart City add-ons
TravelTime™
A thorough understanding of how the traffic moves through a city is essential in facilitating the work for both politicians and traffic planners. With TravelTimeTM the GridLight™
solution can easily be expanded with the measurement of driving time through various
routes through the city.
With the information that is collected, the traffic planner can extract precise statistical
real-time information about how long it takes for a car to drive a route that passes several measurement stations. This can form the basis for traffic signs or be used to optimise
city traffic.
The information can also be made available to traffic planning systems, either as historical data or with real-time integration through the open GridLight™ APIs.
Here are some of the benefits the platform offers:
• Can be easily installed on existing GridLight™ streetlight solutions or as a new
installation dedicated to traffic monitoring.
• Gather data for start- and end destination analysis.
• Time comparison of different routes in real-time.
• Improves traffic flow and thus limits CO₂ emissions
• Proactively resolve traffic problems by identifying bottlenecks and areas with the most
severe traffic.
• Data can be used for dimming lights when traffic density reduces.

GridLight™ TravelTime provides a quick overview of
traffic for one or more routes through the city.

AirQuality™
Cities all across Europe consider introducing bans on diesel vehicles and other initiatives
to improve air quality – but to what extent does it work?
By adding AirQualityTM to the street lighting management system at strategic locations
around the city, air quality can easily be measured and monitored. This way, a base level
can be identified before launching initiatives, and when implemented, the effect can be
followed continuously with GridLight™ AirQuality. The Amplex Air Quality Sensor is part
of a range of Smart City applications that Amplex offers as extensions to the GridLight™
street light control platform.
The data can also be delivered to other systems, either as historical measurements or
with real-time integration through the open GridLight™ APIs.
Here are some of the benefits this platform offers:
• Can be easily installed on existing GridLight™ streetlight solutions or as a new
installation dedicated to environmental measurements.
• Measurement of both meteorological and environmental data.
• Better knowledge of air quality ensures that the right initiatives are initiated.
• Optimal planning of where new institutions, nursing homes etc. are to be placed in
relation to air quality.
• Automatic alarm when threshold values are exceeded.

GridLight ™ AirQuality provides good knowledge of
air quality, graphically, for further analysis.
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The bottom line
Too many cities waste too much money and energy on
inefficient streetlight management.
Amplex GridLight™ makes it easy to take control of every streetlight. Thereby increasing
traffic safety while driving down costs, energy usage and carbon emissions.
As it deploys quickly and easily at the cabinet-level or on top of the intelligent light
poles – and because it cuts energy usage by 20-40% – GridLight™ achieves payback in
a fraction of time. Utilising the installed Amplex equipment, Smart City add-ons can be
added to monitor traffic, road temperature and air quality. When the Amplex Field Tool
is provided to the service technicians, faults can quickly be identified and fixed. Thereby
saving both time and money.
GridLight™ has integrated energy management to benchmark the savings, profile the
energy consumption and compare different energy-saving initiatives. The fully integrated inventory management, the field tool and the location-aware services all make
service much more streamlined. Providing significant savings on operational costs.
The savings and energy reduction continue year after year after year. It’s the perfect first
step towards a smarter, greener city.
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Carbon Killers™
You might say that we kill carbon for a living. Not only can you drive down operational costs. You can also bring down your power consumption
and minimise your carbon footprint and thereby take the initial steps towards a smart city future. It’s time to evolve.
Amplex originated from the area of remote control and management of streetlight systems. Later on, our focus expanded to include intelligent
metering and most recently, we have added Energy Management, AirQuality™ and TravelTime™ solutions to our portfolio.
Our mission is to be a world leader in Streetlight Management. We want to help cities and utilities all over the world to intelligently manage
their streetlights. The result: Greener safer cities, higher-quality services and dramatically lower costs.
Our solutions have unlimited scalability and are built on open platforms. With a modular, carrier-neutral platform, we provide real-time data
from the field. Along with a constantly growing partner network, we have established a global presence and a solid experience in implementing energy-efficient solutions in any environment.
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